Google Home Commands

Reminders: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7387866?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en
- Hey Google, remind me to pick up the cake this Friday at 5 PM
- Hey Google, what are my reminders?
- Location based reminders: Hey Google, remind me to clock in when I get to work.

Alarms: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7071598?hl=en&ref_topic=7028797
- Hey Google, set an alarm for 6 AM tomorrow
- Hey Google, set a recurring alarm for 7 AM each weekday.
- Hey Google, set an alarm for 7 am called Medicine. (Named alarm)
- Hey Google, what is my alarm for?

Timers: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7028899?hl=en
- Hey Google, set a timer for 15 minutes.
- Hey Google, set a 10 minute timer for pizza.
- Hey Google, what is my timer for?

Remember: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7536723?hl=en&ref_topic=7399445
- Hey google, remember that (thing to remember-ex. My spare keys are in the drawer.”

Calendar: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7029002?hl=en
- Hey google, add (event) to my calendar.
- Hey Google, when's my first event tomorrow?
- Hey Google, what’s on my calendar tomorrow?

Lists: https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7029190?hl=en&ref_topic=7399445
- Hey Google, add (item) to my shopping list.